
A Case Study: Gallery Café Ballina 2009

The Gallery Café

The Gallery Café opened in March 2009 in the
restored 1920’s Ballina Council Chambers building.
The building now houses the café and the Northern
Rivers Community Art Gallery. The Gallery Rooms
and Verandah offers indoor and outdoor dining for
breakfast and lunch and is also available for
functions. When used as one space the entire
building holds up to 110 people with a series of
rooms to suit all types of occasions.

Café Owners, Mal and Kyle Hamblin and Amanda
Andrews, contacted the North East Waste Forum
before opening to seek advice on operating their
Café in a sustainable way. Establishing an effective
waste and recycling system and considering options
for eco–friendly purchasing were their primary
considerations.

 Waste Characterisation

The Café produces organic waste, co-mingled recycling
and general waste for disposal. An audit and visual
assessment of the bins was conducted to characterise
the waste stream. The recycling bin is collected
fortnightly and was audited just before collection. It was
at its  full 240 litre capacity.
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The major component of the recycling bin was plastic at
52 % or 126 litres. This comprised mostly of 2 litre milk
containers. Drink containers made up the balance.
Cardboard and paper combined to be the next largest
category. There was 35 litres of glass and only 9 litres of
mixed waste or 4% contamination. The mixed waste
contamination was caused from the use of plastic
garbage bags and other plastic film. Additionally, excess
cardboard is taken home by staff to be recycled into the
domestic waste stream.

The Gallery Café uses an onsite worm farm to help
reduce the food scraps generated in the kitchen. The
worm farm also provides an opportunity for all staff and
customers to be informed regarding the importance of
diverting organics from the waste stream and the ease of
operating such a system.  However, it does not have the
capacity to deal with all organics so staff also remove food
scraps from the Café for disposal in their own home
composting systems.
The general waste for disposal to landfill varies depending
on the Café’s patronage but at the time of the audit an
average volume was  two 240 litre MGB’s (wheelie bins)
per week.

The Challenge
The main aim of the BWRP is to assess the efficiency of

the waste management practices of businesses,
characterise their waste streams and come up with
waste management systems that would reduce the

volume of waste going to landfill through waste
avoidance, reuse and recycling. The project

encourages sustainable purchasing practices and aims
to save businesses money where possible. Lessons
learned from one business are transferred to other

businesses in the region.



Future Opportunities

The Gallery Café has the potential to further
improve its waste management systems and
sustainable procurement opportunities.
Sustainable products for the hospitality industry
are now more readily available at more competitive
prices.  Purchasing policies need to be examined
regularly and suppliers need to be kept informed of
client’s needs and preferences.
Other opportunities may be available to help the
café deal with their organics.  Several other
businesses in the region have developed
partnerships with commercial composters and
farmers who are willing to take uncontaminated
organics for their operations.

Café owner Mandy Andrews and Jeanie McKillop
from the North East Waste Forum.

Contacts
Jeanie McKillop, BWR Project Coordinator
Ph:   (02) 6687 4945
Email: business@northeastwasteforum.org.au

Mandy Andrews
The Gallery Café’
Ph: 66813 888
info@ballinagallerycafe.com

Mark Murray
Waste Management Section, Ballina Council
Ph: 66861287
markm@ballina.nsw.gov.au
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The Outcomes/Recommendations

The Gallery Café has delivered a number of positive
environmental outcomes since beginning operations
two months ago.

These include:

At least 240 litres of comingled recycling
diverted fortnightly. This equates to 6240 litres
or 400 kg annually

Diversion of organics from landfill through
home composting and worm farming

Reduction of carbon miles by purchasing
products such as jams and preserves from
local producers

Sourcing products, such as serviettes, that are
made from recycled materials

Buying second hand crockery and serving
plates

Once staff were made aware that plastic film
was not recycled plastic bags were no longer
placed in the recycling bin.

Recommendations:
The purchase of an additional recycling bin for
cardboard, paper, plastics, glass and metal would
ensure that all recyclable materials are captured as
currently the bin is always at capacity when collected.
This may result in some staff placing recyclables in to
the general waste bin.
An additional worm farm or compost could also
increase the Cafes potential to capture more food
scraps, relieving staff of the responsibility of removing
it from the premises.

Background
The North East Waste Forum (NEWF) is a collective of 6
local councils in the Northern Rivers region of NSW who
take a regional approach to waste management. An
initiative of the NEWF, the Business Waste Reduction
Project (BWRP) works with the local businesses to assist
them in developing waste management strategies
that promote waste reduction and resource recovery.
The project began in April 2005 and has collaborated
with a wide variety of businesses and institutions. An
integral part of the project is to transfer information
from participating businesses to other similar
operations within the region. The project also works
with industry organisations, such as Chambers of
Commerce, to further disseminate information on
commercial waste reduction.
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